BLUE AND GOLD MEREMSN SWAMP UNION SWIMMERS IN UNEXPECTED VICTORY

Tankmen Show Much Promise in Opening Meet—Motten Brothers Lead Attack

On Saturday, January 11, the Trin-

day for consideration for the coming year, against Union College at Schenectady, achete, and men. It was by a 56-18 score. Led by the Motten bro-

SPECIAL TO THE IVY

PRES. OGLBY PRESENTS PROBLEMS OF NEW YEAR

international, Domestic, College Affairs, and the Women's College, and promotion of Trinity College.

In speaking of foreign affairs, Dr. Ogilby said that most of us realize that the condition of Europe—practically a "land of bondage"—with its com-

The President called special atten-

tion to our present national status with the recent judgment of the AAA as unconstituant of the United States, and that this disunity must lead to more political changes than any year before and will probably exceed 1928 in its battle for power. It seems more than

In the afternoon meeting of the Club, President Ogilby laid four problems before the student body, and the following results were ob-

es are all fresh from the halls of Trinity College. Two undergrados at Trinity College have recently completed a study of automobile accidents in Con-

national in which college accidents were involved. Their original study was conducted by the Department of Motor Vehicles, covered the calendar year 1934, and was to a great extent based on reports of accidents. The details on the re-

Two discoveries were highly en-

HAPPENINGS TO BE HELD IN ALumni HALL

Bill Motten (T.), second; Clinton Meyers and Onderdonk, Trinity (tied); Anderson (T.), third; Meyers (U), second; Little (T.), third; Paulson (U), third. Twenty-five yard Breaststroke—Won by (Continued on page 4.)

morial gathering and the service begins at 8.05. The length of serv-

BILLY TAYLOR OBTAINED AS BOXING INSTRUCTOR

Former Professional Pugilist Has Had Wide Experience

For the first three laps of the race, was the 63-18 score. Led by the Motten bro-

200-yard Dash—Won by Bulkeley Union (T.), third; Anderson (T.), first; Ostrum, Mrs. W. E. McCloud, and Martin, Mrs. W. P. O’Ricke. The sport will be conducted on a

PHOTO-CAPTURED LEAD AT THE END OF THE GAME: Billy Taylor, the new Coach at Trinity, boxed on the side of the court.

Southampton High School swimming, and qualified this morning in a 56-18 score. Led by the Motten brothers, Trinity easily swamped their opposition in all first place finishes, etc. The lone victory which the Dutchmen acquired was registered by Captain Bill Keene, who won the div-

states. The tone victory which the Dutchmen acquired was registered by Captain Bill Keene, who won the diving event.

Southampton High School swimming, and qualified this morning in a

The following changes in the

Event 1-64 a term

V. SWIMMERS

Dash as Trinity Noses

Strong as Scoring Machine

The following changes in the

CHRISTMAS TERM

100-yard Freestyle—Won by Apollo; 100-yard Butterfly—Won by Paynter. Payne, Brooke, and Whaples

BENSON MILLER, BERNIE RETIRE

Paynter, Brooke, and Whaples

Join Executive Board Meeting

Raymond S. Paton, Jr., ‘27, of Washington, D. C., was elected Editor-

chief of the Tripod for 1936 at a meeting of the Executive Board last Sunday night. He is formerly Editor of the St. Albans News, has been on the Tripod since his first year at Trinity, and was Assignment Editor for the 1935 Christmas term. William Nelson, of the staff of the Washington Post, who was on the M. I. P. paper, has been on the Tripod since he came to the college. He succeeded Jack Frissell, Jr., of Washington, D. C., who was elected Assignment Editor, has been on the Tripod since his first year. Other changes include John Swain, the new Managing Editor, is a member of the German Club, the Rugby Club, Kappa Beta Phi, and the Phi Upsilon Lambda. William Nelson, the new Managing Editor, is a member of the German Club, the Rugby Club, Kappa Beta Phi, and the Phi Upsilon Lambda. William Nelson, the new Managing Editor, is a member of the German Club, the Rugby Club, Kappa Beta Phi, and the Phi Upsilon Lambda. William Nelson, the new Managing Editor, is a member of the German Club, the Rugby Club, Kappa Beta Phi, and the Phi Upsilon Lambda.
SLEEPERS, AWAKE!

We have emphasized the importance of some unpleasant issues, but our term's emphasis has been limited to many students with indifference or with undisguised contempt.

As far as we, ourselves, are concerned, that is not important; as far as those issues are concerned, it is.

The attitude of most Trinity students toward social and economic problems not directly their own is estranged. First of all, we should like to compare it with that of students in other colleges.

Trinity is one of the few colleges in New England which cling fiercely to New England ways of thinking and sleeping. Of the larger institutions, Harvard, Yale, Smith, and Vassar have developed notable organizations in the pursuit and articulation of interest in big issues. Of the smaller, Amherst, Williams and Wesleyan, those colleges we find it desirable to emulate in most matters, have real, not remnant, student bodies, for example, conduct each year a two-day Parley, during which all classes are turned off and in which all students and faculty members take part. This Parley is not only encouraged, but materially supported by the Administration. This year, the parley is being especially stirred up by thoughtless observers (people with one-sided and childishly American democratic ideas of method) or observation are all too readily assured by a few select individuals who, knowing nothing whatsoever of actual immediate effect, put forth dangerous ideas which the Press is all too ready to recognize. Regarding this matter, I must repeat that Mr. Ogilvy is not just "frightened" because he is not aware of something he knows nothing about.

You, Mr. EDITOR, are a rationalist. This means that you recognize primarily the inclination to mount a crank or cranky platform to save the life of another person, a Negro, an empty house, while that same one colonel is sentenced to court martial. No one cares what part he played in that. We can offer a few striking examples of this. For instance, "Midsummer Night's Dream" was a great hit, gross box office receipts than any other similar picture has ever done.

A magnificent British "fair play" Negro play, 'On the Verge' played in an empty house, while that same picture was parked a week later to see if people would go. Of course, perhaps the most important factor in saving the life of another person, a Negro, an empty house, while that same one colonel is sentenced to court martial. No one cares what part he played in that.

Trinity College--in any social activities of an extra-curricular nature. Or, I may add, the latter group of disillusioned non-fanatical and non-rational-thinking Orangeists, what one sees and hears is an effect or immediate cause of efficient group action. What is a Negro, perhaps an American Negro, if not a Negro, perhaps an American Negro, if not a Negro?

The Jew at Trinity College is as distinguished by campus fraternity members as are German Jews distinguished by athletic clubs in Germany. As in Germany, Mr. Ogilvy, have you, as such public relations officer, ever been entering Trinity College, in any social activities of an extra-curricular nature. Or, I may add, the latter group of disillusioned non-fanatical and non-rational-thinking Orangeists, what one sees and hears is an effect or immediate cause of efficient group action. What is a Negro, perhaps an American Negro, if not a Negro, perhaps an American Negro, if not a Negro?

The Jew at Trinity College is as distinguished by campus fraternity members as are German Jews distinguished by athletic clubs in Germany. As in Germany, Mr. Ogilvy, have you, as such public relations officer, ever been entering Trinity College, in any social activities of an extra-curricular nature. Or, I may add, the latter group of disillusioned non-fanatical and non-rational-thinking Orangeists, what one sees and hears is an effect or immediate cause of efficient group action. What is a Negro, perhaps an American Negro, if not a Negro, perhaps an American Negro, if not a Negro?
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J. Y. BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 8—William Academy, away.
Nov. 18—Proctor, home.
Feb. 29—Proctor, home.
Mar. 7—Morris College, away.
All home games played at the Hartford High School Gym.
J. W. game, 7:30; Main game, 8:30.

TRINITY SWIMMERS TO FACE WILLIAMS MERMAN
Coach Clarke Not Worried About Outcome with Purple Team of Unknown Quantity

Today Trinity's swimmers traveled to Williams to meet a Purple aggregation of unknown quantity. Although this is the first meet of the season, Williams may be counted on to have a strong team, and a close battle, probably undecided until the last event is over, is expected.

Coach Joe Clarke, elated over his team's easy victory over Union, is optimistic about the outcome, but will not predict a Blue and Gold victory. He is particularly impressed by the great improvement shown by Conant and Hayward, mainstays in the breaststroke event. This department was greatly weakened by the loss of Benjamin, letterman on the team last year.

Captain Al Hall, Roger, Clem Mot­ten, Bruce Onderdonk, and Lou Little, the nucleus of the team, may be counted on to show up well, and may be ably supported by the remainder of the squad. The tentative lineup differing from that of the Union meet, follows:

Medley Relay—Onderdonk, Conant, and C. Motton.
50-Yard Dash—Hall and Fanning.
440-Yard Free Style—Brockman.
100-Yard Backstroke—Onderdonk and Hill.
100-Yard Dash—Hall and Fanning.
100-Yard Free Style—R. Motton and Anderson.
440-Yard Free Style—Dexter, Little, and Sinclair.

SQUASH TEAM DEFEATED AT BRITISH CAMPUS

On Thursday, January 9, the Trinity College squash team was defeated by the Harvard Golf Club players by a score of 5-0 in the Golf club courts.

At the Trinity courts on Saturday, January 11, the college team was again defeated. Number one man for the visitors, W. Rosenbach, distinguished himself by his brilliance.

Stop in After the Theater . . .
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59 Ashley Street, Hartford
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TRY A PIPEL—IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

COMMUNICATION
(Continued from page 2.)
practices and shortcomings before cfing abroad.

What Germany has ruled as eligibil­
ity for her Jewish citizens has noth­
ing to do with you and me, nor has it any bearing upon treatment of for­
gen guests at the games. Senator Kehl has several short articles in the Hartford Times sports section, which advise Americans to act as purists—not as instigators of boycott or policies against rulings which do not concern them. You will quite likely discover, in the final anal­
aly the other man’s point of view
be to your purpose.

To end this, may I express my conviction that you have committed a serious blunder by publishing your editorial in a college weekly whose hyper­
critical reviewing staff is composed of many very nationalistic origins and races. I cannot help but see how such delusive subjects, when repeated and thought over, can lead to anything but bad feeling among the students of all the various nationalities. We do not want strife among ourselves! In passing, may I remind you that charity begins at home, not abroad.

THEROEDE A. BAllien.

LAVALLEA SODA SHOPPE
Luncheonette, Candies, Manchester Dairy Ice Cream
162 Washington St., Hartford Conn.

When You Need Help
Phone 5-2163
Anythi ng from Dishwasher to Chef, Office Boy to Executive.
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739 MAIN STREET
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TRINITY SPECIAL!
A Completely Finished Bundle.
Ask Dexter Anderson or William Bolts for full particulars.

EMPIRE LAUNDARY
Launderers and Dry Cleaners
INTERRAMAL QUINNETS IN PRELIMINARY GAMES

Delta Phi, Sigma Nu, Commons Club, Neutral C, D.K.E., A.T.K.

Win Opening Contests

With the passing of squash and cross-country from the intramural limelight, basketball has come into its own as the sport of the moment.

The various teams entered have been divided into National and American Leagues with six teams in each. During the progress of elimination, each aggregation will play once against each opponent, making five games to be played by each team.

Play started on Tuesday, January 7, and will continue until the 18th, when competition will be suspended for the examination period. The game to be played by each team.

Cross-country from the intramural games to be played by each team.

January 14, 1936

BY THE TRINITY TRIPOD

JAYVEE SWIMMING

(Continued from page 1.)

Time, 1:23.9.
60-yard Dash—Won by Becchiarioli, Bulkeley; second, Penn, Trinity; third, Winkler, Trinity. Time, 7.47.

220-yard Free Style—Won by Stalik, Trinity; second, Pope, Bulkeley; third, Ganzy, Bulkeley. Time, 2:25.7. (New J. V. record.)

Dives—Won by Porter, Trinity; second, Hammond, Bulkeley; third, Johnson, Trinity. Points 56.27.

100-yard Backstroke—Won by Slowik, Trinity; second, Taylor, Bulkeley; third, Armstrong, Trinity. Time, 1:7.3.

100-yard Dash—Won by Lithrop, Bulkeley; second, Fenn, Trinity; third, Paige, Bulkeley. Time, 10.6.

150-yard Medley—Won by Trinity (Armstrong, Hayward, Fanning). Time, 1:49.6.

QUINNET BOWS TO UNION

(Continued from page 1.)

14-5, and Trinity called time out. When play was resumed, the Union avalanche thundered on as before and the half ended ten minutes later with the score 36-10. Ozzie Nelson left the game because of personal foul shortly before the period ended, and Kobrosky had already accumulated three personals.

Mountford played guard, and with the change of baskets at the half, sank a basket for his opponents.

SWIMMERS DROWN UNION

(Continued from page 1.)

140- yard Dash—Won by Fanning (T.); second, Koons (U), third, Time, 5:48.8.

100-yard Dash—Won by Fanning (T.); Clinton (U), second, Winkler (T.), third, Time, 1:02.1.


Kobrosky moved to center for the second half. The finishing touches were applied early in the last period when Milano’s fast cuts brought him three more two-pointers, and Griswold added two field goals to his string. The game ended with second teams of both colleges on the floor.
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WINE CORDOVANS
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Must be seen to be appreciated.

Sizes—5 to 14.

Step in soon and try some on.
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